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Inna  Faliks, Ukrainian-American pianist,  has established herself as 
one of the most communicative, and poetic artists performing today. 
She has made a name for herself through commanding performances 
of standard piano repertoire, as well genre-bending, interdisciplinary 
projects, and inquisitive work with contemporary composers. 
  

Faliks produces a massive sound while retaining its fundamental 
 warmth, giving a true sense of joy.” 
    Piano Magazine 
  

 
 
 

 
 

    Peter Frankl, one of the world’s most distinguished pianists, has  
    appeared as soloist with the foremost international symphony  
    orchestras and  festivals. The much-revered, Hungarian-born pianist  
    is based in London and renowned in classical, romantic, and early  
    modern music repertoire.  
 
     Frankl took the breath away with playing of such sincerity. His   
     lightness of touch, intelligence of phrasing and loving involvement   
     were a sheer joy.   The Independent (London) 
 

                                        
 

 
 
     

    Brian Ganz is regarded as one of the leading American pianists of  
    his generation. A prize-winner in numerous international   
    competitions, he performs in concert and with orchestras  

throughout the world. 
 
Note-perfect cascades of rippling arpeggios, microscopically sculpted  

    phrases and melodies soaring into space only begin to describe a  
    breathtaking technique and spectacular musicianship. 
       St. Louis Post-Dispatch 

     
               

 



 

    Alexei Lubimov is one of the most strikingly original musicians  
    performing today. He has a passion for music performed on   
    instruments traditional to the period of their composition, ranging  
    from Baroque to Romantic, as well as for 20th Century composers of 
    Europe, the US and the Soviet states: Schönberg, Webern,   
    Stockhausen, Boulez, Cage, Ives, Ligeti, Schnittke, Gubaidulina,  
    Silvestrov and Pärt. 

 

     
A historical instrument pioneer and a pianist’s pianist on the regular 
grand piano, capable of producing a silky, powerful, sumptuous tone. 
Extraordinarily effective and enchanting 
   Forbes Magazine 
 

 
 
 
 
    Elisso Virsaladze, the legendary, great, Russian star pianist,   
    specializes in composers of the late 18th and 19th centuries,   
    especially Mozart, Beethoven, Chopin and Schumann. 

 
  In the afterglow of the event, I’m inclined to regard it as the best piano recital 
  I’ve ever heard.   Minneapolis Star Tribune 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
    Paratore Piano Duo, brothers Joseph and Anthony Paratore, are  
    one of the world’s foremost keyboard duos, appearing on major  
    stages and with orchestras internationally. Their diverse repertoire  
    encompasses music for both two pianos or a single piano, four  
    hands. 
 

    Fun to watch with an MTV dazzle . . . talent is what the Paratore  
    brothers are all about.  The Boston Globe 

 
 


